CA S E S TUD Y

Baxi Heating UK
Chipping Away at Corporate Culture

HO W A 1 5 0 - Y E A R - O L D M A N U F A CT U R I N G COM P A N Y IS
LE V ERA G ING O N L I N E I N N O V A T I O N T O DRIV E
CUL TURA L TR A N SF O R M A T I O N

About Baxi
Heating UK
With a proud tradition of excellence in
manufacturing and customer service going
back over 150 years, Baxi Heating’s portfolio
includes some of the best known and most
respected brands in the domestic and
commercial heating industry in the UK and
Ireland, including Baxi, Potterton, Andrews,
Heatrae Sadia, and Remeha. Baxi Heating is
part of BDR Thermea Group, world-leading
manufacturers and distributors of sustainable,
smart climate and sanitary hot water solutions
and services. With headquarters in Apeldoorn,
The Netherlands, BDR Thermea Group
operates in more than 70 countries worldwide,
employing over 6,000 people and has annual
sales of close to €1.7 billion.

BA XI’ S MIS S IO N
Baxi Heating’s mission is to create lifetime customer loyalty for its smart heating solutions.
The company delivers on its promise to customers through a strong tradition of providing
reliable, energy-efficient products and high-quality service and technical support. In addition
to employing its own dedicated team of service and repair engineers, Baxi has a strong
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partnership with a loyal community of professional installers.
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Background
and Story
Throughout its long history, Baxi Heating’s
leadership team has continually searched
for new ways to engage its employees in the
workplace, to facilitate innovation both within
the company and with its partners and to
solicit feedback and ideas from customers.
In 2013, Baxi’s Mission and Vision Steering
Committee convened to develop and
communicate a new set of company values
to align thinking and facilitate a common
corporate culture across the organisation.

For the official launch, Baxi brought its 1,500 employees

employees had a role to play in bringing new ideas and

together in a workshop to introduce, explain, and solicit

sharing opinions. Now, as this was greenfield territory for

feedback. In spot surveys and interviews, Baxi’s Steering

Baxi, where should they start?

Committee solicited opinions and input from employees
about their perception of the meaning of Baxi’s

One of the team members in the Mission and Vision

value statements.

Steering Committee was David Willetts, who managed
product and R&D responsibilities in various roles during

Upon analysing the findings, the Value Steering Commit-

his career at Baxi. Together with his steering committee

tee and Executive Team realised they needed to work on

colleagues, David was deeply involved in Baxi’s corporate

several areas:

mission and value strategy, especially as it related to the
analysis of employee perceptions of innovation

• There was a perceived lack of collaboration across

and collaboration.

business units and functions - survey results
specifically highlighted a distance in communication

Now, armed with the data and knowledge of the current

between employees in floor, production or

environment, David was tasked with building a team to

staff functions and those in senior/executive

develop and launch a program for Baxi that could drive

management roles

cultural change and facilitate corporate-wide innovation.

• Employees didn’t think the company was trying new
ways of working
• There was a perceived lack of effort on behalf of

The current process for collecting ideas was rudimentary. Baxi had an email address where employees could

managers to solicit, share, and act on new ideas

submit ideas: ideas from the inbox were placed into a

and opinions

spreadsheet. Then ideas were sent via email to respective stakeholders who potentially would be interested.

The Value Steering group and Executive team found
Baxi’s values like “Positive & Passionate” and “Reliable &

However, nine out of 10 times, the response to the per-

Responsive” resonated and had meaning for employees.

son who submitted it consisted of reasons not to imple-

However, in digging deeper with questions about the cor-

ment the idea. There was also a suggestion box scheme

porate culture and perception of innovation, words like

for employees to submit ideas into a box; however, most

“innovation” and “creativity” were less tangible or defined

people didn’t know what happened to the ideas after

for many of Baxi’s employees.

they were submitted.

Innovation was thought to be more about products

The awareness of technology solutions for innovation

and technology; there wasn’t a pervasive organisational

and online collaboration came from an introduction to a

culture where innovation was viewed as a collaborative,

vendor at an innovation conference. Based on the effec-

team effort. This was not an unusual evolution for a com-

tiveness - or lack thereof - of using excel spreadsheets,

pany like Baxi; research shows when a company reaches

email inboxes, or a shared drive to manage ideation, the

a certain size or stage, it often faces organisational, func-

team concluded that a software platform should be part

tional, or structural challenges when trying to foster and

of the foundation of their new program.
The benefits of an innovation platform were that Baxi

The Steering Committee was convinced that changing

could have a central point for wide-scale collaboration

the perception of innovation required an institution-wide

and a structured, systematic way to manage the

cultural transformation and new resources to support a

innovation process.

program that facilitated innovation and collaboration.
Baxi connected with HYPE Innovation via a referral from
It was also clear that if the company wanted to move the

another industry professional whose company managed

needle on innovation, change had to start with the larg-

its innovation program through the HYPE platform.

est percentage of first-line/staff employees by demystifying innovation, by helping to explain that innovation is

David brought in Colin Nelson, an innovation expert at

a team sport, and by creating an environment where all

HYPE, to advise how Baxi could transition to a corporate
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maintain a culture of innovation and collaboration.
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culture that would encourage and embrace an open,

This gave Baxi’s team several immediate benefits,

collaborative innovation environment.

such as:
• The ability to get up and running quickly without

Baxi launched a project, which included a vendor

unnecessary coding, configuration,

selection process to select an innovation management

or customisation

and collaboration system and a 3-month proof-ofconcept (POC). Baxi selected the HYPE Enterprise
platform to help the organisation reinvent its innovation
processes, manage ideation, and transform its culture.

• A hosted, cloud-based platform which minimised IT
impact for both implementation and future software
updates
• 1,500 user licenses to reach virtually the entire
organisation, with access to the platform via desktop

Initially, the project’s POC was focused on Baxi’s
spare parts business and limited to 500 user licenses.

or mobile
• Structured, out-of-the-box processes and tools

However, before the project launch, it became clear
that the scope was too limited. The team had collected

Baxi’s new innovation platform, branded Xchange,

and analysed extensive research and data about the

launched on June 29, 2016. The CEO invited all Baxi

company’s culture and behaviour. Innovation Value

employees to participate in an online challenge with a

Chain diagnostics highlighted areas of opportunity.

goal to engage the organisation around the topic: “How

And it was clear to see how the HYPE innovation

do we improve cooperation?”

management platform could support the project.
With the launch of its first, inclusive, challenge-based
Baxi’s innovation team presented a business case to

campaign, Baxi’s new innovation program was on

expand the reach of the innovation program to all Baxi

its way.

Heating’s UK business units. The budget was approved
to increase the number of user licenses to include
virtually all UK operations, and Baxi Heating UK &
Ireland CEO David Pinder agreed to sponsor the first

A B OU T THE CA S E S TU DY

campaign.
This case study shares insights - including
Although the HYPE Enterprise platform is customizable

Baxi’s strategy, collaborative process, KPIs

for virtually any environment, Baxi elected to launch

and metrics, and lessons learned - from Baxi

the proof of concept with the out-of-the-box, hosted

Heating UK’s Commercial Director and Head

version of HYPE Enterprise.

of Innovation, David Willetts. It also provides
a deep dive into the technology platform and
innovation tools of Xchange - campaigns, idea
progression and selection, stakeholder feedback, reporting, and community engagement.
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Given a stuffed, ugly basement room, Baxi’s innovation team made themselves at home…
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The Collaborative
Innovation Canvas
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The Collaborative Innovation Canvas is a simple way to map out the key components of
an innovation management platform. It focuses on three main aspects: alignment (with
the larger strategic goals around innovation); people (the stakeholders, advocates, and
general audience); and process (selecting, funding, and tracking ideas). The canvas captures the big picture, and the crucial elements needed for success. It allows everybody
involved to understand and share the big picture easily. Therefore, it lends itself well as
a frame for exploring a case study.
Further reading:
https://hypeinnovation.com/canvas
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150 years of Baxi is an
outstanding British landmark.
This business has grown and
innovated and thrived for a
century and a half thanks to the
hard work and passion of the
individuals within it.
We’ve seen sunny days and weathered some
storms, but throughout, the spirit of Baxi and our
people has held strong.”

Philip Baxendale OBE, grandson of founder
Richard Baxendale, July 2016

s

Alignment
People
Stakeholders

Process
Decision Making

Strategy
How to shorten the distance between those who have
ideas and insights and those who have the remit and
resources to act upon them
Audience

Execution

$
In 2013, Baxi introduced a new mission statement, vision, and values, with innovation as one of the five
core organisational values. As stated in the company’s commitment to its stakeholders: “our innovative
approach means we support creativity, embrace change and are willing to learn.”
When analysing employee feedback

Communications
and annual survey results,
the team

Measurements

found that innovation was consistently
the lowest scoring value. The team
mapped five questions to the “innovation value”, which centred on topics
such as: “Is my manager responsive
to new ideas?” and “Do we regularly
share knowledge and best practices
with other departments or
colleagues?”
When segmenting the results by demographic group, there were significant differences in the responses
from Baxi employees in executive and
senior management roles (proportionally representing a small percentage
of overall employees) and the much
larger percentage of employees in
staff or floor roles (e.g., contact centre,
manufacturing positions). The team concluded that there was a lack of overall employee understanding
about innovation in general and specifically employees’ relationships to innovation at Baxi.
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The disconnect about innovation
at Baxi surfaced in a ‘silo’
mentality not just between
regions and teams but also
across functions and roles: a
sort of ‘where did this decision
come from?’ effect. It was a bit of
a shock to see the clear division
and gaps in perception across
the organization.
David Willetts, Commercial Director & Head of Innovation,
Baxi Heating UK

Baxi’s innovation program is designed to help shorten the distance between ideas which are generated by
contributors in the field, floor, or office and Baxi stakeholders who have the responsibility and resources to act
upon them.
In launching Baxi’s innovation program, the team focused on finding solutions for:
• Facilitating better collaboration across business units and functions
• Giving employees a stronger “voice” to share ideas and opinions
• Developing a better channel to identify, develop, and implement new ideas

Overall program goals aligned with Baxi’s
strategic values
• Increase employee engagement
• Facilitate innovation

The goal is to connect the organisation from
top to bottom and provide Baxi with a systematic way to transform knowledge into value.”
David Willetts, Commercial Director & Head of Innovation,
Baxi Heating UK
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• Foster a positive, collaborative workplace
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Audience

Execution

$

urces

Resources
Communications
Measurements
From small beginnings
to a corporate-wide
innovation program

As the company did not have a formal program for

main phases of innovation (idea generation, idea

collaborative innovation, Baxi built its innovation

conversion, and idea diffusion). It also outlines the

program from the ground up. This gave the team a

critical activities performed during those phases

blank canvas for choosing a framework, platform, and

(looking for ideas inside your unit, in other units, or

structure for innovation. Leveraging David’s innova-

externally; selecting ideas; funding them; promoting

tion experience to select the framework and HYPE’s

and spreading ideas companywide).

innovation software platform, the team had free reign
to create the space and structure to introduce online

As Baxi developed its innovation program, the team

innovation to its 1,500 employees, installer

aligned its processes to the phases in the innovation

community, and customers.

value chain, identifying areas of strength (green) and
weakness (red).

I N NO V ATIO N F R A M E W O R K
Baxi concluded that it was good at generating ideas
To asses the innovation process at Baxi, David used

at the front end (and generating ideas with external

the “innovation value chain” model to formulate its

parties). However, the company wasn’t so effective

strategic innovation model, which visualises a process

in sharing ideas across the organisation or in sys-

chain to demonstrate how innovation transforms

tematically communicating, executing, and receiving

into value. As outlined by Morten Hansen and Julian

feedback about ideas. In alignment with its Xchange

Birkinshaw, the Innovation Value Chain provides a

innovation management platform,

framework for evaluating innovation performance,
helping companies understand their unique gaps or

Baxi established roles within the organisation to help

deficiencies in their organisation’s structure for

facilitate idea generation and development through-

managing innovation.

out the phases of the chain, with a focus on providing
additional internal or external support and resources

The innovation value chain is made up of the three

in areas where it identified a gap or hurdle in moving
ideas forward.

*Adapted from The Innovation Value Chain: Morten T. Hansen, Julian Birkinshaw; From Harvard Business Review, June 2007

THE INN O V ATIO N T E A M
Baxi’s Innovation Team provides vision, structure, and

Today, Baxi’s innovation team includes five full-time

practical support for all innovation initiatives within the

employees working on various aspects of the program.

company. The team started small, initially staffed with

The scope of these roles includes customer insight,

volunteers from across various business units. However,

user experience, design, analysis, and innovation

the volunteers all had one common quality: they were

management. The team also has now adopted a more

passionate about innovation. They met weekly to

structured approach in supporting stakeholders and

discuss how to drive innovation as a value and to bring

managing campaigns.

innovation to the workplace.
Baxi’s innovation team aligns with line-of-business and
“Although we didn’t have a dedicated team at the

executive sponsors, dedicated innovation experts, and

beginning, we were able to get the program off the

functional/business experts when planning campaigns.

ground and encourage engagement from volunteers

This holistic approach enables the team to consistently,

for activities like moderation and community support,”

cohesively manage programs from planning to execu-

Willetts explained. “As our activities accelerated and we

tion – and allows them to communicate “one version of

were showing the value of the program, we were able

the truth” to the organisation.

to bring on more resources; this helped for managing
administration and back-end processes. Now, with a
dedicated team of five, we can generate scale for our
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innovation programs.”
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TH E INN O V ATIO N SP A C E
Initially, the team met wherever they could find a space. Later, the team found a permanent meeting site, which
became known as the Innovation Bunker.
Baxi’s Innovation Bunker was originally a storeroom for random engineering parts located in one of the
ware-houses. Baxi’s team reclaimed this space – painting it orange, building desks out of unused pallets, and
adding artificial turf. They turned the room into a creative hub – this innovative environment is now the central
meeting place for team brainstorming, innovation training, and creative sessions with stakeholders. In a creative
twist, the innovation team used the Xchange platform to launch the opening of the Innovation Bunker. The team
sponsored a film night and used the HYPE platform to decide which film to watch.
From this...

To that...

THE INN O V ATIO N P L A T F O R M
Xchange is at the core of innovation at Baxi. The platform provides a central forum for a broad audience, which includes Baxi employees, Baxi Heating’s installer community, and Baxi's heating product customers.
When Baxi implemented HYPE Enterprise, the only adaption was branding the Xchange platform – all other functionality was standard. Audience members are invited based on their alignment with a specific campaign, and the platform is open to external ideation. The HYPE platform has built-in security levels for external users who see a different
set of functionalities, as well as terms and conditions. This secure, limited-access version works well for Baxi’s installers and contractors.
The platform is hosted in the cloud by HYPE who manages all software updates, version control, and tech support.

Xchange Screenshot, Main - Dashboard Overview
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Xchange Screenshot - Home Screen
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In alignment with the HYPE platform innovation process, Baxi links idea campaigns with six strategic innovation
areas. As of the end of 2019, Baxi launched 48 idea campaigns, which resulted in 1193 ideas submitted and
evaluated in Xchange’s idea pipeline. Out of the 1193 ideas, 88 of them progressed to the concept stage for
further development, with 24 selected for implementation and 79 implemented.

Baxi’s innovation process and 2019 numbers

Within an idea campaign, the community review ideas submitted by contributors – followers can like, comment,
and rate ideas. Contributors can view dashboards that show updates, ratings, and results of their own
contributions in Xchange.

“Technology is not necessarily a solution on its
own but rather it enables better communication
and provides a more transparent, structured
process for innovation. It was clear, fairly early in
our evaluation process, that we needed a software
platform residing at the core of our innovation
program. Although it’s not a ‘silver bullet,’ we knew
that with the right platform and communication
around it, we could make a step-change in how we
approached innovation within the organisation.”
David Willetts, Commercial Director & Head of Innovation, Baxi Heating UK

PeopleProcess

olders

nications

Stakeholders
How to reimagine innovation and collaboration for a company with
Execution
150 years of history

$
Transforming the culture of a company with 150 years

In 2016, Baxi established an Innovation Leaders Forum,

of history is no small task – and the stakes for Baxi were

which brings together senior leadership from across the

high as it launched its innovation program. To ensure

organisation. This strategic decision-making

the best possible outcome for its first online campaign,

group includes:

David and the innovation team spent a considerable

Measurements
amount of time conducting
sponsor interviews. They

• Baxi Heating UK CEO

started working through proposed campaign topics and

• Marketing Director

objectives together with HYPE Chief Consulting Officer

• Finance Director

Colin Nelson and the HYPE consulting team, narrowing

• Head of Product Management

the selection field to the ones with the best potential to

• Head of Digital Solutions

kick-start the innovation program.

• Head of Research & Development
• Head of Innovation (and Group Chair)

With CEO David Pinder on board as the sponsor of
the first campaign, the team worked on his objectives,

The innovation team works with various stakeholders

including alignment with the company’s six strategic

across the business who sponsor campaigns relevant

drivers, which guide all its activities.

to their area of responsibility. The business unit of each
respective sponsor provides the budget (instead of a

The team focused on two of the six strategic drivers,

central innovation budget).

which relate to online collaboration:
1. Internal Reputation: How can Baxi improve its
internal reputation by making the company a great

HOW THE TE A M HE LP S
CA M P A IGN S P ON S ORS :

place to work?
2. Innovation-Ease: How can Baxi foster strong, trusted
relationships to ensure it is easy for both employees
and its customers to engage with the company?

• Develop, enhance, and evaluate
sponsor’s ideas
• Make recommendations to determine the
right audience to help progress the idea
• Agree (together with the sponsor) on final
scope and topic of the campaign

HYPE | Baxi | The Collaborative Innovation Canvas
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Decision Making
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Our first campaign, ‘How Do We
Improve Cooperation?,’ aligned
well with the strategic drivers.
An organisation which works
effectively together results in
improved business performance.
This leads to a better overall
workplace and natural, easier
engagement with customers and
employees – all great objectives
for the first campaign.”
David Willetts, Commercial Director & Head of Innovation,
Baxi Heating UK

ce

Execution

Audience

$

Tapping into valuable insights from contributors on the
front-line and in the back office

nications

Measurements
Campaigns in Xchange are typically for collecting feedback, testing and sharing ideas, and solving problems.
Therefore, campaign goals are centered on the
following areas:
• Reduce costs
• Improve process or product efficiency
• Workplace satisfaction (better working environment,
make things easier)

HOW TO ID ENTIFY P O T E N T I A L

To date, there are over 850
registered internal users who
are active within the Xchange
platform. Baxi also retains
150 additional licenses to use
for external campaigns with
installers, customers, academic staff, and students.

CONTRIBUTO RS ? A P E R SO N A - D R I VE N
APPR O A C H
Baxi is also taking a persona-driven approach to identify potential contributors and grow its audience. This

TA RGE T P E RS ON A

approach – commonly used by marketing professionals
– helps to define a target audience based on in-depth

• What are my core beliefs?

behavioural profiles of real people. Then, communication

• What motivates me?

and engagement with the persona are personalised to in-

• How do I feel about...?

corporate target beliefs, interests, attitudes and behaviors.

• What sources do I use for research?
• Who is in my community?

Baxi outlines a “journey”, which defines behaviours, steps,

• What do I value?

Questions to ask in creating a persona-based journey
include:
• What are my needs?
• What triggers me to act and contribute to a campaign?
• How do I find information?
• When is the right time to engage? At the point of purchase? When renewing a warranty?
• What communication channels are best to reach me?
• What rewards or incentives could motivate me?
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and actions for a target persona and potential contributor.
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Baxi’s innovation team at work.

OPEN IN N O V ATI O N A N D
ACAD EMIC C OL L A B O R A T I O N
The team sees open innovation as a natural evolution for its program. Near-term goals are to increase
users within its installer and consumer communities and to bring in a new audience of contributors. As
Baxi’s innovation program has evolved and matured, the innovation team has engaged with academic
communities and external innovation experts to help the company tap into fresh insight and ideas.
As part of its outreach to the academic community, Baxi launched a strategic partnership with Englandbased Coventry University to tap into the experience of faculty, staff, and students. The goal is to
generate new perspectives, gain subject matter expertise, and surface fresh insights to help Baxi work
through specific business challenges.
For Baxi and Coventry University, the relationship is a good fit: Baxi gains access to Coventry’s academic
and research community, and Coventry’s students and academics develop new insights and data using
innovation methods and tools in a real-world environment.
Based on their shared drive and ambitions to promote innovation and co-create new value, the
collaboration is focused on internal Baxi campaigns with the potential to generate disruptive ideas to
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transform corporate culture and drive business.
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munications

Measurements

Communications
How to launch a greenfield innovation program using
guerrilla-style marketing
For its first campaign, the Baxi innovation team went “rogue” with an email “teaser” campaign. This was partly due to
a small marketing budget and partly to circumvent the formal IT restrictions which prohibited a user from sending a
company-wide email.
Baxi simulated an informal “text chat” email chain, which dropped hints and snippets about the upcoming campaign.
Then the chain increasingly “replied to all” to increase visibility and awareness. It worked: people talked about the
upcoming campaign, creating a buzz that went viral.
After the first awareness-building campaign, the Baxi
team focused its communications on campaigns and

HOW B A XI CRE A TE S A WA RE N E S S

challenge topics, not the platform. Campaigns target

• Car flyers

either specific groups or are open to all. Baxi uses

• Stickers in washrooms

viral marketing techniques to communicate upcoming

• Posters

campaigns, including social media posts and catchy,

• Viral emails

humorous visuals like stickers and posters.

• Push notices from Xchange
• Newsletters
• Innovation Xpo annual event

Posters, pamphlets, and social posts for the “How Do We
Improve Cooperation?” campaign

Process

n Making

on

ements

Decision Making
Managing strategic innovation vs. problem-solving or
cost-saving initiatives
Decision making at Baxi varies depending upon the

Then, the back-end of the platform manages the imple-

type, scale, and impact of its projects. For strategic, rev-

mentation of selected ideas.

enue-creating innovation, the Innovation Leaders Forum

“Sometimes we are approached by people from various

members review and manage these high-impact proj-

departments who want to run a challenge locally within

ects offline through an innovation pipeline approach.

their department and can see the benefit of connect-

$

ing a group of experts or a wide range of contributors
The team uses stage-gate “go/no go” decisions at var-

around the topic,” Willetts said. “The process for launch-

ious stages, enabling the team to test ideas and con-

ing campaigns can also be bottom-up, with sponsors

cepts, learn, and move forward quickly when applicable.

asking: Can we use Xchange to do this...? It’s really great

Decisions on strategic innovation include new products,

to see how sponsors are starting to think organically

services, and business models. Today, strategic proj-

about how collaboration can benefit their business.”

ects are managed entirely offline and not through the
Xchange platform. However, this may change in the

Launching the campaign involves sponsor interviews,

future, especially to seed ideas at the front-end of the

and the sponsor is ultimately responsible for the

innovation pipeline or to collaborate on forward-looking

campaign’s budget.

topics like “What does heating look like in 2050?”
Two factors are crucial for consideration when
Decision making about which campaigns to launch

evaluating topics for ideation campaigns:

either comes proactively from sponsors or are devel-

• Is this a problem worth solving or an opportunity

oped based on strategic innovation areas. Campaigns
in Xchange are currently focused on problem-solving
challenges, reducing operational costs, and improving

worth exploring in a campaign?
• Is there a strong link to the campaign’s sponsor
or stakeholder?

processes – generally orienting on ideation topics with
the potential to save money and increase efficiency for
sponsors’ business areas.

It’s like the first song at a wedding.
You try to find a campaign which gets
everyone on the dance floor.
David Willetts, Commercial Director
& Head of Innovation, Baxi Heating UK
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Execution

How ideas are iterated upon and developed towards implementation

surements

The team uses HYPE’s evaluation features to

There are three possible outcomes for ideas in

manage all ideas in the HYPE platform. Campaigns in

Xchange:

Xchange typically have three elements of
idea evaluation:

• Implementation - some ideas are “ready to go”
after selection and can be implemented straight

1. Triage sessions are particularly useful to help the
team filter through many ideas before deciding
which ideas should progress to the evaluation
team
2. Scorecard evaluation enables the team to score

away in the sponsor’s department
• Concepts - some ideas need more work; these are
built out as concepts
• Archived - not selected to progress but kept for
future campaigns

ideas against criteria agreed by the sponsor
3. Pairwise evaluation allows the team to put similar

Ideas that aren’t selected to progress are archived.

ideas next to each other, comparing and ranking

However, the team actively adds comments to the

ideas based on certain criteria (e.g., compatibility)

platform. They send a notification via the platform
to the contributor, which explains why the sponsor

Baxi uses HYPE’s idea board to create idea buckets to

didn’t select the idea for progression as part of that

get ideas ready for evaluation or to filter for common

campaign and how the idea could be used in the

themes so campaign managers can develop con-

future.

cepts.
The innovation team always reviews its database of
Campaign managers use HYPE’s concept feature

hundreds of archived ideas before the launch of a

when an idea needs more development work be-

new campaign and sometimes uses archived ideas

fore it’s ready for implementation, or when there is

for pre-seeding campaigns when the archived idea is

a group of ideas with a similar theme. This group of

relevant or related.

ideas can then be combined into something much
richer by creating a concept around this theme.

“Organisations can’t leave innovation to chance; it is
not a ‘nice-to-have’ element that occurs on its own,”

Baxi uses its own project management framework.

said Willetts. “Effectively turning ideas into something

Once a concept has been developed sufficiently for a

useful means innovation is treated as an integral part

project to be scoped out, it can be handed over to the

of the business and managed systematically.”

Project Management Office.

CAMPA IG N MO D E S
Baxi uses five primary campaign modes when creating idea campaigns:

Campaign modes give direction and structure to facilitate and focus crowdsourcing and idea challenges on a
specific objective.
Campaigns that are open to external contributors might be focused on modes to facilitate Feedback
(Consumers) or support Testing/Validation and Problem Solving (Baxi Approved Installers). Campaigns for Baxi
employees might orient on Discovery or Creative modes to drive disruptive ideation or tap into deep subject
matter expertise. Baxi scores its campaigns based on the impact of factors that contribute to Efficiency (e.g.,

HYPE | Baxi | The Collaborative Innovation Canvas

maximize profitability) and Innovation (feedback on new capabilities).
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urements

Measurements
How Baxi measures campaigns, communicates success,
and rewards innovation

The financial impact of the HYPE platform
has been significant, and Baxi has generated six-figure savings from ideas managed in
Xchange.”
David Willetts, Commercial Director & Head of Innovation,
Baxi Heating UK
Baxi’s innovation program targets three main areas to

As a baseline, Baxi’s innovation team

measure progress, track results, and generate benefits:

set a goal of 30% registration across the
organisation.

• New revenue generation from new products and
services
• Cost savings and efficiency improvement with existing
practices
• Empowering people to become engaged in open,
collaborative ideation

As Baxi’s database and home for all ideas,
Xchange generates data and other insight
in the form of dashboards and reports
for challenges and campaigns, facilitating
end-to-end management of the innovation
process. The team measures and tracks its

Baxi’s first campaign focused on improving internal

KPIs directly within Xchange, including:

employee collaboration, and the launch KPIs targeted
user registration and participation in the platform.

1. Input metrics - participation rate, idea
ratio, number of ideas
2. Output metrics - sponsor satisfaction,

BAXI’ S F IRST CA M P A I G N :

financial metrics (e.g., how much has this
improvement saved or is forecasted)

• Number of employees who logged in and
registered = 281 registered users

Today, Xchange has been so widely adopted

• Number of active participants = 99 employees

with Baxi for online collaboration that the

• Number of ideas = 41 ideas submitted

team has been able to quickly engage and

• Ratio of comments to ideas = 180 posted

maintain participation with subsequent

•

comments

campaigns even when there are more

= Great outcome which exceeded

extended periods between campaigns.

expectations!

David Willetts, Commercial Director & Head of Innovation,
Baxi Heating UK
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It‘s important not only to
recognise ideas selected for
a campaign but also to share
the spotlight with the other
contributors who comment,
share, and enhance ideas
in the platform.“
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Recognising Great Innovation
Baxi doesn’t provide participation incentives – like bonuses or gifts – to internal contributors. The team’s view is
that there should be intrinsic motivation for employees to be involved in challenges that lead to improvements
for its products, in the workplace, or for Baxi’s customers. For rewarding external contributors, Baxi is exploring
via its persona development strategy various ways to recruit new users and motivate them to contribute and
share ideas. This could include gifts or other incentives for selected personas – or loyalty initiatives to keep
customers engaged as frequent contributors of innovative ideas.
Campaign sponsors – many of whom are senior managers – are always appreciative of selected ideas, often
thanking contributors personally. And Baxi has numerous channels that are widely visible across the organisation and used to recognise innovation activities. Baxi distributes a monthly newsletter that highlights recent
campaigns and spotlights selected ideas. There is also a cascade internal brief from senior management, which
includes overviews of campaign results and updates on innovation projects.
Baxi also launched an annual awards ceremony for innovation – Innovation Xpo – to celebrate all the great
innovation activities across the organisation. The day-long event brought together people from across Baxi
Heating’s five UK sites to present what they were doing, share feedback from the field, and reward
high-impact ideas.

Success Stories
S ERV IC E EN G I N E E R S: CA N Y O U F I X I T?

LOYA LTY S CHE M E

Baxi service and repair engineers had provided

An important program managed by Baxi’s mar-

feedback from the field about a certain part

keting department is “Works”, its loyalty scheme

in some of the boilers, which was difficult for

for Baxi-Approved Installers. Baxi’s salesforce

them to remove. To solve the problem, Baxi

constantly speaks with installers and help them

launched an internal challenge called “Service

with the loyalty program.

Engineers: Can You Fix It?”
Together with the sales and marketing teams,
Contributors from a wide selection of teams

the innovation team launched a campaign

were invited to participate. The audience

called “Loyalty Scheme: Baxi-Approved Installer

included the service engineers, research and

– How can we make our Baxi-Approved Installer

development, production, and training teams.

scheme the best in the industry?” The focus of

The group collaborated to develop a new tool

the idea challenge was to brainstorm what the

to help remove the part and rolled it out to all

next generation of the loyalty scheme

of Baxi’s 250 service engineers.

should be.

The results were impressive: it saved the

From this campaign alone, Baxi has already

business thousands of pounds by reducing

implemented ten ideas, with eight ideas in

the time it took to repair the boiler, as well as

concept, which the team is working through

reducing health and safety risks.

to progress. Baxi’s loyalty scheme has since
won several awards.

Innovation Culture at Baxi:
the Dial Has Moved
The Impact of Online Collaboration to Support Cultural Change
Since the launch of Xchange in June 2016 to to-

Three primary areas impact Baxi’s corporate cul-

day, the team has been able to show measurable

ture: Behaviours, Attitudes, and Values & Beliefs.

success in transforming Baxi’s corporate culture

Online collaboration gives visibility to ideation,

and attitudes towards innovation and collab-

supports feedback, and surfaces outcomes – en-

oration. In Baxi’s annual employee survey, the

abling transparency for the innovation process.

responses to specific questions measuring the

By providing a platform that facilitates dialogue

value of innovation have shown

and encourages creative collaboration, Baxi’s

double-digit improvements.

innovation team and the Xchange platform have
been instrumental in supporting Baxi’s Corpo-

With the support of the Xchange platform, Baxi

rate Values, including Reliable & Responsive;

is creating a culture that encourages knowledge

Positive & Passionate; and Trust & Respect.

sharing through online collaborative activities
driven around business needs to generate spe-

David and his innovation team have moved the

cific outcomes – like new products, new business

dial in changing the corporate culture at Baxi by

models, and continuous improvement initiatives.

creating and fostering cooperation and ideation
across the organisation. The Innovation Lead-

This is also driving overall behavioural change

ership Forum team has built the foundation for

across the organisation. Overall, employees are

sustainable, successful innovation.

collaborating more freely – both online, informally in groups, and in meetings. Baxi’s cultural

Now, the team is looking for new ways and inno-

shift towards a more inclusive, collaborative

vative ideas to move the dial even further.

environment has sparked greater innovation and
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creativity as well as more trust in management.
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Feedback and Advice from the Field
5 points of advice from David Willetts for fellow Innovation Managers

TRANS PARE N CY I S K E Y

A LLOW TIM E FOR YOU R E M P LOYE E S

A major benefit of our online collaboration is that

TO B E CRE A TIV E

Xchange provides transparency for our innovation

Our innovation program encourages our employees to

process - helping us to bring alignment to what we say

take the time to share knowledge, and Xchange gives

we are going to do and what has really been done. This

them a vehicle to be creative, to explore ideas, and to

builds trust and belief when we talk about innovation

discuss topics with people outside their direct teams.

in general. If we can execute on belief, this encourages

And it is sparking conversations with employees who

more collaboration. We can see the results in how our

might never have met otherwise because of organisa-

corporate culture has shifted.

tional roles or geographic distances.

C O N N EC TIN G P E O P L E

Like-minded people who are connected online are now

Connecting people is why we implemented the HYPE

meeting outside of the platform to engage about com-

platform at the beginning – to break through the clay

mon topics and themes. People are sharing knowledge

layers of the company to connect people across the

in their free time, and employee collaboration is gradu-

organisation, regardless of location or role.

ally becoming baked into our corporate culture.

Our team found that when we opened the communi-

OV E RCOM IN G RE S IS TA N CE

cation channels, Xchange was facilitating high-impact

Although we really didn’t experience resistance directly,

changes and operational improvements in connecting

there were pockets throughout the company where

customer-facing employees who were engaged daily in

potential sponsors were not engaged as much as we

the field to managers and executives with the resourc-

wished. To highlight the benefits, we communicated

es to make things happen.

our early successes and shared mini case studies. This
helped to defuse resistance, especially with mid-level

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT IS INVALUABLE

management.

Our CEO, David Pinder, sponsored our first campaign.
This showed our employees that Baxi placed a high

As their employees were actively collaborating in

value on collaboration, and we were giving them the

Xchange, we were able to help their managers uncover

tools through our Xchange platform to do so. And the

and solve problems. When you see other managers

campaign was open to all: every employee was directly

generating wins in the platform, FOMO (Fear of Missing

invited to participate by our CEO.

Out) is a great tool!

So we had the “wind at our back” at the very beginning
– with resources and tools to support us. This made a
big difference in getting our innovation initiatives off to
a quick start. In reflecting upon Baxi’s culture today, our
executives are proud to share how our company has
“socialised” innovation.

Benefits of the HYPE platform
HYPE Innovation was selected to run the Xchange platform because
it met Baxi’s criteria, including these key aspects:

Enterprise-wide scale, so all employees can participate
Support for both ideation and incubation processes
Provide local language support
User-friendly, no training required
Workflow with track and trace
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Support for rewards and recognition based on participation
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Innovation Advocates
The role of the innovation manager is still new to many companies, and the person appointed to the role can feel like a lone wolf
trying to build momentum around an innovation program.
One way organizations are helping to overcome this challenge is to build networks of innovation
supporters, or advocates, across the company. These individuals can promote engagement, focus
people on the right behaviors for collaboration, and help the innovation manager understand
each locale.

As you establish your advocate network, three important
questions need to be answered:
• How can we identify potential advocates?
They won’t be paid to drive innovation, so how can we find volunteers? One way is
to observe the right behaviors in participation on the platform; those that join regularly and promote collaboration and idea development. If you see this pattern over
time, across different campaigns, those individuals are the perfect choice.
• What role should we ask of them?
We must be careful not to ask too much, particularly since we have proof they are
voluntarily doing a lot already. We want to encourage them to continue with more
of the same, and whenever the opportunity arises - the water cooler discussions for
example - talk about the program, the objectives, and the results.
• How can we keep them engaged?
A basic training plan is the first start; ensure they understand what you’re trying to
achieve, and why they’ve been selected to help. If you can’t bring the advocates together in person, at least try to meet online for a monthly call to share stories, updates, and lessons learned.

Further Reading:
• http://blog.hypeinnovation.com/innovation-advocates-build-a-new-culture-ofinnovation-from-the-bottom-up
• http://www.hypeinnovation.com/innovation-advocates

A B O U T B A XI
With a proud tradition of excellence in manufacturing and customer
service going back over 150 years, Baxi Heating’s portfolio includes
some of the best known and most respected brands in the domestic
and commercial heating industry in the UK and Ireland, including Baxi,
Potterton, Andrews, Heatrae Sadia, and Remeha. Baxi Heating is part of
BDR Thermea Group, world-leading manufacturers and distributors of
sustainable, smart climate and sanitary hot water solutions and services.
With headquarters in Apeldoorn, The Netherlands, BDR Thermea Group
operates in more than 70 countries worldwide, employing over 6,400
people and has annual sales of close to €1.7 billion.

A B O U T H YP E IN N O VA TI O N
HYPE Innovation is a global leader in innovation ecosystem management software and services. HYPE’s platform offers dedicated innovation tools to address a range of innovation scenarios. With HYPE,
organizations can engage employees, customers, and partners in idea
generation and collaborative problem-solving. Our client community
includes global companies such as Airbus, AkzoNobel, ConocoPhillips,
Deutsche Post DHL Group, Fujitsu, Mattel, Merck, Nokia, Saudi Aramco,

HYPE offers an integrated solution: HYPE Enterprise is your value creation hub, allowing all innovation activities to be tracked on a
unified platform.
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and Siemens.
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C O RPO RA TE H E A D Q U A R T E R S

N ORTH A M E RICA OFFICE

HYPE Softwaretechnik GmbH

HYPE Innovation Inc.
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Cambridge, MA 02139-4018

Germany

USA

Phone: +49-228-2276-0
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www.hype.de
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